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william faulkner biography works britannica com - william faulkner in full william cuthbert faulkner original surname faulkner born september 25 1897 new albany mississippi u s died july 6 1962 byhalia mississippi american novelist and short story writer who was awarded the 1949 nobel prize for literature, collected stories of william faulkner william faulkner - collected stories of william faulkner william faulkner on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers i m a failed poet maybe every novelist wants to write poetry first finds he can t and then tries the short story which is the most demanding form after poetry and failing that, amazon com william faulkner and southern history - one of america s great novelists william faulkner was a writer deeply rooted in the american south in works such as the sound and the fury as i lay dying light in august and absalom absalom faulkner drew powerfully on southern themes attitudes and atmosphere to create his own world and place the mythical yoknapatawpha county peopled with quintessential southerners such as the, the artist as a booster of the human heart william - ladies and gentlemen i feel that this award was not made to me as a man but to my work a life s work in the agony and sweat of the human spirit not for glory and least of all for profit but to create out of the materials of the human spirit something which did not exist before, william faulkner draws maps of yoknapatawpha county the - if you ve ever had difficulty pronouncing the word yoknapatawpha the fictional mississippi county where william faulkner set his best known fiction you can take instruction from the author himself during his time as writer in residence at the university of virginia faulkner gave students a, a rose for emily wikipedia - a rose for emily is a short story by american author william faulkner first published in the april 30 1930 issue of the forum the story takes place in faulkner s fictional city jefferson mississippi in the fictional southern county of yoknapatawpha it was faulkner s first short story published in a national magazine, william faulkner s review of hemingway s the old man and - in the mid 20th century the two big dogs in the american literary scene were william faulkner and ernest hemingway both were internationally revered both were masters of the novel and the short story and both won nobel prizes born in mississippi faulkner wrote allegorical histories of the, sparknotes the yellow wallpaper context - context charlotte perkins gilman was best known in her time as a crusading journalist and feminist intellectual a follower of such pioneering women s rights advocates as susan b anthony elizabeth cady stanton and harriet beecher stowe gilman s great aunt, arts and crafts movement british and international - arts and crafts movement arts and crafts movement english aesthetic movement of the second half of the 19th century that represented the beginning of a new appreciation of the decorative arts throughout europe by 1860 a vocal minority had become profoundly disturbed by the level to which style craftsmanship and public
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